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ABSTRACT
Recent years have witnessed considerable research
'activity in the application of digital-computer
methods for the determination of the electromagnetic
·' fields in <ii'lectrical machinery through the solution
'of HaxHell' s equations, while taking full account of
'the magnetic saturation. THo distinct numerical
j
:approaches' ar; evident in the literature: Finite'
Difference Nethod and Finite-Element Hethod. The
· author has presented in the recent years a finitedifference formulation for 3-dimensional numerical
; solutions of the nonlinear electromagnetic field pro-,
:blems in terms of potential functions, and has applied
; for the analysis of. the end-zone fields of aerospace ·
, homopolar alternators and solid-rotor induction
. motors. The present: work is directed tm>ards the
finite-element formulation. for the numer.ical solution:
: of three-dimens:tonal nonlinear magnetostatic field
:
; problems. A variati~nal principle is developed here J
:utilizing the vector potential concept. The approach!
: is based on variational methods in which a· corres'
.: ponding energy functional·,.for the nonlinear case ls

:

:minimized over the entire region. The minimization
' is performed by means of the finite-element method
and the resultant set of nonlinear algebraic equations
is solved through iterative schemes.
INTRODUCTION

.

An accurate kna<·Jledge of the magnetic as well as;
other field distributions is of great importance in
design optimization. lhe continuing rapid increase
in the rating -Or- the generating plant and the consequent increased electric and magnetic loadings of
electrical machines are forcing manufacturers to Hork
Hith greatly reduced safety factors in designing
alternators. In order to meet the specifications of
an electrical apparatus, the designer must be able to
analyze and modify several fields of interest (such as
an electric field, a magnetic field, a current field,
a field of mechanical forces, a field of heat flm1,
a field of elastic forces in the material stressed by
mechanical forces, a field of fluid floH of the cooling medium, etc.) Hith the ultimate: aims of safety,

:·

.. -F~i"iablli-t;·;· ~lmpll~i~;:. -~·f fl~:;_·;;;~-;--~~d -~~-~-;.;;;;;; -Th:;~jr------·
I
1 accurate knmdedge of these fields is becoming more
! and more essential for the machine, designer of the
!present. day to meet the ·challenges of his profession. ;
!
During the past fifteen years, the numerical·
1
;methods have been greatly stimulated_ by the advent of i
:high-speed digital computational robots which have
!
;made routine solutions possible to a high degree of .l
: accuracy for many types of problem·s for which the
; solution_ tvould otherwise be extremely or. even prohiibitively laborious. There has_been considerable re- ·
lsearch activity for the numerical analysis and deterlmination o~\ the electromagnetic fields in electrical ,
i machinery through the solution of Ha>:~<ell's equations,!
[~<hile taking full account of the magnetic saturation. (
i Since rigor~u'!-solution of the field problem by ana- i.
! lytical methods is limited to simple geometric shapes
'of the region of interest and boundaries, and ideali-;
'-zed magnetization characteristics of the ferromagnetic;
jmaterial parts, engineers and designers have taken· · ,
_:recourse to numerical methods.
j
Concepts of both scalar and vector magnetic po: tentials have been used for computing the magnetic
fields. Tlw dis tine t nume_rical approaches are evident in the literature: Finite-Difference Hethod and
! Finite-Element Nethod.
The first one replaces the
l relevant nonlinear partial differential equations by
i a set of difference equations through the. use of fii nite-difference techniques, and the resultant set of
:nonlinear algebraic equations is solved through itera-i
i tive procedures consisting- of relaxation- techniques. f.
; The second appt'oach is based on variational methods, '
: in which a corresponding energy functional for the
'.
' nonlinear case is minimized over the entire region.
The minimization is performed by means of the finiteelement method and the resultant set of nonlinear algebt'aic equations is solved through iterative schemes
such as Newton-Raphson method.
Literature survey.reveals the development of a
number of digital computer programs for the solution
of the generaL_nonlinear electromagnetic field problem in tt.JO dim;;nsionsl, 2. Hmvever, the nonlinear
problem for general three-dimensional geometries has
not yet been solved efficiently and extensive research Hork needs to be done in that direction.
Three-dimensional field determination :ls being sought
these days for a great number of important engineering
problems, including the end zones of conventional and
superconducting alternators, solid-rotor induction
machines, heat flo!V in large turboalternators, and
design of special-purpose magnets. The author has
presented3 in the recent years a finite-difference.
formulation for three-dimensional numerical solutions
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:of the nonlinear electromagnetic field problems in
iterms of potential functions, and has applied for the
,analysis of the end-zone fields of aerospace homo;polar alternators4 and solid-rotor induction motors 5
;computer storage limitations as well as the length
,of computational time required_for reasonable con1vergence seem to be the present limiting factors. It
;is the purpose of this paper to present a finite· element formulation for the numerical solution of
·three-dimensional nonlinear magnetostatic field pro:blems. The relative merits of finite-difference and
<finite-element methods are yet to be explored, after
•the application of these formulations· to a sufficient
; number of S"ignificant realistic engineering field
; problems.

!

FOR11ULATION
.
The fundamental la1~s governing all electromagne' tic fields can be expressed by Ma}.-well 1 s equations.:
! Hagnetostatic fields excited by impressed current
~density sources require the a·pplication of only two
i of these four laws given helm~:

V.B-

~

0 ; VxH

~

(1,2);

J

i

i and the constituent Felation is given by

~
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JlH

(3)
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:where B is the magnetic induction, H the magnetic
·field intensity, J the current density, and Jl the
permeability of the ferromagnetic material. All
· materials will be taken to be isotropic and homogeneous. Hysteresis effects Hill be neglected, thereby
·making the magnetization characteristic single-valued.;
· The solution of field problems that include discrete ·
current carrying regions demands the use of the vector:
potential concept. Since the divergence of the curl ,
of any vee tor function is zero, one can express

B~

VxA

where A is the magnetic vector potential.
· above equations, one obtains

Vx{v(v;A)}

·

J

~

0

From the
(5)

: where v is the reluctivity, defined as the reciprocal
of the magnetic permeability Jl. Eq. (5) is then the
fundamental equation of the vector potential of the
magnetostatic field. The general boundary conditions

1

:

to be satisfied at the interfaces of stationary dissimilar media may be derived from the limiting integral forms of the Maxwell's equations, and are given
:by

=0

Bn.J - Bn 2

; Ht l - Ht 2

=0

'

; J n l - Jn2 = 0
(6,7,8)

· <1here the sub.scripts 1 and 2 indicate the media under
consideration, and n and t denote the normal and tan' gential co~ponents respectively. It is possible that
i a surface current density J may exist at the inters
.
·face, <1hen_ ,9ne_.of the regions has infinite conductivity; in such a case Eq. (7) needs to be 'modified
; accordingly._
j
Chooslng V to be a closed simply connected re:.glon, the magnetic energy_ functional in V may be
. defined as

F

=

.
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·The true 'functional formulation for the nonlinear field:

problem is tha:t for ·.,hich 'the Euler equation yields
the nonlinear partial differential equation (5),
Introducing a net·T function H such that
dH
--·--"'-'

d { (V

A)

X

~ (~

(10)
X
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one· can express the energy functional as·
F =

~

ffvJ

l·

A)

(H - 2J •

follm~s:

(11)

.dv

The first variation of F must vanish for F to be
stationary in V.
·,

oF(A) = 0

(12)

1brough the use of vector identities and divergence
theorem, on can obtain
oF(A)

=

+#s
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From the fundamental lemma of the calculus of variations,
each bracketed tenn in the above must vanish independently .. 'Til US
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and

{v(V x A)} x n = 0 on S

(15)

"here S is the closed surface bounding the volume V
and ii is the unit outHard normal vector to the sur. face S.
Eq. (5)-is the Euler equation of the functional
defined by Eq .. (9) or Eq. (11), 'satisfying homogeneous Dirichlet-and Neumann-type boundary conditions
i •
if no othe~s -are specified. The energy functional
may be chosen in a modified form given belm1

2J

Ads

(16)

so as to satisfy a more. general boundar! condition
: of the type

{v(V x A)} x n + C = 0 on S

(17)

FINITE::·ELEHENT EQUATIONS.
Finite-element equations approximating the vari-!'
aticinal principle using Eq. (11) are then developed6 .:
lhe region V is dividefl into a finite numbe1: of sub- ·
regions, called elements,~- such that no t<i.o elements
intersect and the union of all the elements consti- '
tutes the entire region V and its bounding surface S •:'
To start "ith, the elements are chosen to be triangular prisms. In the usual manner, it is assumed
that the variation of A over a given element and its
surface is given by

-e
A (x,y,z)

l: N. A.
i
l
)_

(18) '

, Hher.e the ind;x- i ranges over the vertices (1 through:
6) of the triangular prism,· and x,y,z are the rectangular right-handed coordinates of a Cartesian
system. By substituting Eq. (18) into Eq. (11), and
requiring that the partial derivative of F \·lith respect. to each of the nodal values vanish, one can
obtain a set of nonlinear algeb1:aic equations of the
matrix-form

[S] [A] = [J]

(19)

Hhere S is the coefficient symmetric square matrfx,

A is the column vector of potentials, and J is the
column·vector of currentdensities. For a quasi-.
linear and uniformly elliptic equation (5), one
obtains a positive-definite banded matrix S, ·whose
band structure is determined by the form chosen for
the localization functions Ni. ·
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SOLUTION OF NONLINEAR EQUATIONS
Having represented the nonlinear continuum problem by a set of nonlinear algebraic equations,
their solut'ion needs to be found. Th~a ture. of the
combined coefficient matrix S for the entire region
depends not only. on the shape and size of each triangular prism, ·but also on the reluctivities Hhich
are function; of li.. The order of the matrix S equals
the number of vertex potentials in the region, and
it should be borne in mind that li. has in general all
three components at each of the vertices. 111e sparse
nature as well as the s:rmmetric and band-structure
properties of the coefficient matrix S may be taken
advantage of in solving the resultant set of equations.
Based on the author's ,previous experience with
iterative solution me.thods, it is proposed to solve
i
the resultant nonlinear system of equations essen~
'
tially in two steps. In each iteration, the vector
potentials at each of the nodal points will be calculated using the reluctiv:t.ties calculated during
the previous iteration by successive point relaxation method; ).ater, the reluctivities will be recomputed using the newly calculated vector potentials
and will be underrelaxed. The ne(vly proposed
me.thod7 of computing an appropriate optimum relaxation factor for the reluctivity at each nodal point
dependeing on its location on the magnetization
caharacteristic may be implemented. NeHton-Raphson
iterative schemeS may also be employed with advan- .
tage. TI1ere are other methods of solution such as
nonlinear successive over-relaxation used by some
researchers9 in solving t1vo-dimensional magnetostatic ·
problems. lfnether such a method \vould be an improve-·
ment over the suggested.method of the author could
only be decided after having experience Hith different methods as applied to several three-dimensional
field problems.
REPRESENTATION OF THE FIELD SOLUTIONS
In two-dimensional fields, it is easy to shmv
that contours of constant magnetic vector potentiaL
are the flux lines. But similar conclusions cannot
\

..
be drawn in three-dimensional field problems, 111a t
is the reason ii has to be computed from 11 Hith the
use of Eq. (4). 1he representation of the three-dimensional results of the flux densities is extremely
complicated by itself and one may have to limit the
regions of representation, before any meaningful
pic tl.)res can be drmm. Hi th the advent of the three-:
dimensional plotting. routines ava.ilable on the modern.
computing systems and l·1ith some ingenuity, it should
'·
be possible to plot meaningful J?Citures such that
surface contours of constant IBI could be conceived
and a good physical picture of the flux distribution
is given to the designer. Huch innova:t-ive Hork needs·
to be dorte'i:n this direction,
CONCLUDING REHARKS
The techniques presented here are of a fundamental nature and can be applied for three-dimen-·.
sional analyses of various kinds of fields satisfying analogous mathematical relations. 1he particular system of equations that is presented here can
be used as a. general mathem~tical and computer aid
for developing, modifying, and optimizing the designs of.various parts of electrical amchinery from
an electromagnetic field point of vieH •. ·1he threedimensional field distribution can be rather accurately deternii.ned Hith the~use of modern digital
computers, vihi.le taking into account the intricate
shapes of the lvindings and boundaries having different values of varying·permeability. The finiteelement formulation in three space variables needs
to be extended to take care of the induced eddy
currents in magnetic structures.
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